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Overview

National Grid commissioned NERA Economic Consulting (NERA) to consider the evidence for the total market return (TMR) for determining the cost of equity at RIIO-2.

In this short report, we set out up-to-date estimates of the TMR based on long run historical averages, as well as forward looking evidence based on dividend discount models (DDM), and consider the relative merits of these two approaches in determining the allowed cost of equity. We also respond to recent publications on this topic, including comments in Ofgem’s recent RIIO-2 Open letter, \(^1\) and a report by PwC, commissioned by Ofwat, which considered the cost of equity for water companies for PR19 (2020-25). \(^2\)

Overall, we find that estimates of the TMR based on long run historical averages and DDM have not declined relative to previous price control reviews, and therefore do not support a decline in the allowed cost of equity relative to RIIO-1, in contrast to Ofgem’s and Ofwat’s recent statements suggesting a lower cost of equity for the forthcoming price controls. \(^3\)

All GB regulators have adopted a CAPM-TMR approach to determining the cost of equity

Ofgem, along with all other GB regulators, use the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) to estimate the cost of equity, sense checked against other approaches. \(^4\) The familiar CAPM can be written as:

\[
R_i = R_f + \beta_i^*ERP,
\]

Where \(R_i\) is the expected return on equity; \(\beta_i\) is the equity beta which measures the systematic risk of the equity of the regulated firm; \(R_f\) is the risk free rate; and ERP...
is the equity risk premium which is equal to the TMR minus the RfR. Equation 1 can therefore be re-stated as:

\[ Ri = (1 - \beta_i) \cdot RfR + \beta_i \cdot TMR \]

As can be seen from equation (2), in the CAPM, the expected return on equity can be expressed as a weighted average of the RfR and the TMR with the weights depending on the equity beta. Where the equity beta is close to 1, or the average for the market, (as is the case for energy networks), the weight on the RfR is low and the far greater the weight rests on the TMR. As a consequence, Mason, Miles and Wright, academics that advised GB regulators at previous reviews, noted that the focus of GB regulators should be on estimating the TMR given its dominance in the determination of the cost of equity for regulated networks. They also noted that this is fortunate, as there is far greater certainty over the value of the TMR, and far less certainty about the true historical risk free rate and by implication the ERP, which have demonstrated far greater volatility over time.

Most GB regulators, as well as the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), have focussed on the estimation of the TMR in determining the allowed return on equity, as opposed to estimating the ERP directly. The CMA explained that its reason for adopting such an approach is that it provides more stable estimates.

“Our preferred approach is to deduct our estimate of the RfR from our estimate of the equity market return [TMR] to derive the ERP. [...] the market return has tended to be less volatile than the ERP [...] and there is some evidence of the ERP being negatively correlated with Treasury bill rates over the short term.”

PwC, Ofwat’s advisers for PR19, also have a “methodological preference for focussing on the TMR as a primary assumption”, given “its relative stability”.

**There are two principal approaches to estimating the TMR: long run historical averages or forward looking evidence based on DDM**

The most common approach to estimating the TMR is to draw on realised historical returns. This approach assumes that historical realised returns provide an unbiased estimate of the expected return over long time periods, given that the impact of expectational errors should cancel out over long time frames. An alternative approach is to draw on current or forward looking data, such as the dividend discount model (DDM, also referred to as the dividend growth model, DGM). At recent price controls, Ofgem as well as other regulators (including the CMA) have tended to focus on long run historical estimates, with the DDM employed as a cross-check on the results derived from long run averages.

**The weight of evidence supports negative correlation of ERP and RfR, and a constant TMR over time**

The argument for adopting a long run approach depends on whether the expected TMR is broadly constant over time, and thus whether historical returns provide an unbiased measure of the expected future return. Given the marked historical volatility in the RfR (see for example, Figure 1), the constancy of the TMR depends on whether these observed variations in the RfR are broadly off-set by changes in
the ERP, that is, whether ERP and RfR negatively co-vary over time. In general, as we discuss below, financial literature supports the negative co-variance of the RfR and ERP over time, and the time constancy of the TMR.

Financial literature explains that the negative correlation between RfR and ERP is associated with the increase of risk aversion and associated “flight-to-safety” during periods of economic and financial crisis. In times of heightened market volatility investors dispose of risky assets such as equity, which increases the required return for holding stocks and hence the ERP, and use the proceeds to buy risk-free assets such as government bonds, which reduces the yield of risk free assets, resulting in the negative relationship between the two variables.11

Empirically, a number of studies find a positive relationship between volatility and expected returns and a negative relationship between RfR and ERP while the TMR exhibits a stable mean over time, implying that over long timeframes the ERP and RfR have moved point-by-point in opposite directions.12 As an example, some of the most compelling evidence is provided by Siegel (1998), who analysed 200 years of US stock market data, which shows a remarkable degree of stability in equity returns over time, in contrast to other asset classes (such as the risk-free rate):13

"the growth of purchasing power in equities not only dominates all other assets but is remarkable for its long-term stability. [...] This remarkable stability of long-term real returns is a characteristic of mean reversion, a property of a variable to offset its short-term fluctuations so as to produce far more stable long-term returns. [...] As stable as the long-term real returns have been for equities, the same cannot be said of fixed-income assets."

Figure 1. US stock market returns show “a remarkable degree of stability” over time (30 year rolling averages for period 1801 -2012)

In addition, prominent economic institutions, such as the Bank of England, have recognised that the recent low interest rates and economic uncertainty have led to
increased ERPs. Indeed, the Bank of England’s own estimates of the ERP, as derived from its DDM model, have increased markedly with the recent fall in interest rates (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Bank of England DDM supports theory that reduction in RFR offset by increases in ERP over recent period

The German Bundesbank has also noted in its monthly reports that there is a strong negative correlation between ERP and risk free rates:

“[…] the correlation between returns from stocks and long-term government bonds is a suitable measure of risk aversion... In times of heightened risk aversion, it is therefore often possible to observe that investors demand higher equity risk premiums or undertake shifts from stocks into secure government bonds (safe haven flows). The resulting contrasting price developments of stocks and government securities are accompanied by a negative correlation.”

Evidence from long run realised returns does not support a decline in TMR relative to previous reviews

The constancy of the TMR over time supports the use of long run historical averages to estimate the expected TMR. In its 2014 NIE determination, the CMA used the DMS and Barclays databases as the basis for its long run historical estimate. Drawing on a number of different measures differentiated by holding period and averaging technique (as replicated in Table 1 below), the CMA concluded on a TMR of around 6 to 7 per cent for UK and world markets in 2014.

Updating the CMA analysis based on DMS data up to 2016, our analysis shows that the long run historical averages have increased relative to the estimates presented by the CMA in its 2014 NIE determination by 30 bps on average (depending on the estimate), as shown in Table 1 below (changes circled in green).
Table 1. **DMS long run historical returns have increased by 30 bps since CMA NIE decision (%real RPI returns)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holding</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overlapping</th>
<th>Blume</th>
<th>JKM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1Y holding</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Y holding</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y holding</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10Y holding</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Y holding</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NERA calculations using DMS (February 2017), Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2017, CMA (2014), Northern Ireland Electricity price determination, Final Determination, p. 13-27, Table 13.7.¹

Note: The figures in black in the table represent different historical estimates considered by the CMA for NIE (2014), calculated using updated DMS data up to 2016. The figures circled in green represent the difference between the updated estimates and the estimates presented by the CMA in NIE (2014). On average, the updated estimates are higher by 30 bps.

**Independent forward looking estimates of the TMR do not support a reduction relative to previous reviews**

Although we have a preference for the use of long run historical averages to estimate the TMR, in common with GB regulatory practice at recent reviews, we consider that forward looking evidence from DDM has a role to play as a cross-check. At previous reviews, the CMA has drawn on TMR estimates from the Bank of England’s DDM. Recent evidence from the Bank of England supports a TMR of between 7.1 and 8.2 per cent depending on the time period chosen, as shown in Figure 3.¹⁸ Similarly, independent estimates from Bloomberg support a TMR in the range of 7.4 to 7.8 per cent.¹⁹
Figure 3. TMR estimates from Bank of England and Bloomberg DDM support a “current” TMR of around 7 to 8 per cent (% real RPI returns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Dec 2016 (spot)</th>
<th>Dec 2016 (5Y average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank of England</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: * The Bank of England estimates the DDM using a time varying risk-free rate for all maturities (where available) and a long run risk-free rate assumption. We calculate a TMR as the sum of the Bank of England’s reported ERP and (i) the average of the real risk-free rate for all available maturities, and (2) the real risk-free rate at the longest maturity available. In the chart, we show the results using the long run risk-free rate assumption with the full range based on both approaches presented in the table under the chart.

**PwC considers that the expected TMR has declined, based on a short time-frame and selective evidence on realised returns**

In its recent report for Ofwat, PwC argues that the current low risk-free rate environment, which PwC expects to prevail over 2020-25, implies a reduction in the expected total market return, as supported by evidence on reductions in recent realised returns for the UK equity market. Based on this assertion, PwC concludes that long term historical data is inappropriate for estimating the TMR in the current market environment, because it is too slow to react to short term dynamics.

Instead, PwC recommends to estimate the TMR drawing on “current” approaches, such as the application of the dividend discount model or market-to-asset ratios (MAR). Based on its application of the “current” approaches, PwC estimates a real (RPI) TMR between 5.1 and 5.5 per cent, substantially below estimates based on long run historical data of around 7 per cent.20
**Short term realised returns cannot be relied upon to inform the TMR given the volatility in returns**

PwC’s case against the use of long run historical averages to estimate the TMR is based on what it considers are “low equity returns in recent history”. As evidence of such, PwC claims to show a decline in UK realised market returns based on 10, 20 and 30 year moving averages for the period 1980-2015. Similarly, Ofwat claims to present evidence of a decline in UK equity returns based on decadal returns over the period 1966-2015.

However, drawing on the full period of 1900 to 2016, for which DMS data are available for the UK market, the time-series shows that 10-year moving average realised returns are volatile over time as expected, given the substantial volatility in annual returns, and the most recent 10-year average is not statistically different from the long run average of around 7 per cent. (See Figure 4.) It requires a leap-of-faith to draw conclusions from 10-year periods of recent realised returns given the substantial underlying volatility in annual returns and the resulting statistical uncertainty around the 10-year average estimate. DMS make the same point: “To understand risk and return in capital markets [...] we must examine periods much longer than 20 years because stocks are volatile, with major variation in year-to-year returns. We need long time series to support inferences about stock returns.”

**Figure 4. There is no trend decline in the 10Y moving average, and the most recent 10Y moving average is not statistically different from the long run average of around 7 per cent (real RPI)**

Source: NERA analysis of DMS (February 2017), Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

Note: Confidence interval for the 10-year moving average derived from annual standard deviation calculated over the full sample of 100+ years of data.
In other major equity markets recent realised returns are increasing despite low RfR

If PwC is correct that equity returns are lower in periods of low interest rates, we would expect to observe a decline in realised equity returns in other major markets, which, like the UK, have enjoyed a prolonged period of low interest rates. In fact, we observe an increase in averages of realised equity returns for both US and Germany (see Figure 5), two of the largest four global equity markets, undermining PwC’s assertion that TMR has declined with a declining RfR.26

Figure 5. Other major markets (including US and Germany) show an increase in 30Y moving average returns, contrary to PwC’s thesis

(a) US equity market returns

(b) German equity market returns

Source: NERA analysis based on data from Bloomberg, OECD, US Bureau of Labour Statistics and DMS (February 2017), Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

PwC’s DDM analysis is based on dividend growth assumptions that are far below independent forecasts

PwC’s DDM estimates of the TMR, which lie in the range 5.4 to 5.8 per cent,28 are biased due to errors that PwC makes in its assumptions on short term and long term dividend growth.

Specifically, PwC assumes that FTSE dividends grow in line with short term and long term nominal growth in UK GDP, but provides no basis for its assumption that UK GDP forecast growth rates are a good proxy for investors’ expectations of dividend growth rates. There are a number of reasons why this is likely to be a flawed assumption, not least because FTSE companies derive over 70 per cent of their earnings from outside of the UK, where forecast GDP growth is higher than the
UK. We also note that UK GDP forecast growth rates in the short term are somewhat depressed (due to factors like Brexit) and are substantially lower than independent analyst forecasts of dividend growth rates for FTSE stocks, which are used by the Bank of England to forecast short term dividend growth in its DDM. Overall, PwC’s estimates of the DDM of 5.4 to 5.8 per cent are far below independent estimates by the Bank of England and Bloomberg of around 7 to 8 per cent, as reported in Figure 3 above.

The sensitivity of the DDM results to assumptions on dividend growth provides the main reason for relying on long run realised returns as the basis for estimating the TMR, and the use of DDM only as a cross-check.

**MARs do not provide a reliable method to back-out the TMR, and provide no evidence of a decline in the TMR**

In setting out its range for the TMR of 5.1 to 5.5 per cent, PwC also draws on its analysis of market-to-asset ratios for listed UK water companies. However, PwC’s analysis simply reinforces the established reasons for not relying on MAR evidence, notably the difficulty in backing-out the cost of equity from other factors that lead to MARs greater than 1.

For example, in calculating MARs, PwC fails to adequately adjust for important drivers of water companies’ valuations, including value of non-regulated activities, value of regulated activities unrelated to wholesale, value of pension deficit/surplus, as well as expected outperformance. The value of these adjustments is subject to a large degree of uncertainty, but evidence from independent analyst reports suggests that the RCV premium calculated by PwC is fully explained by these factors, and there is therefore no evidence that the “adjusted” MAR for listed water companies is different from 1.

For example, as we illustrate in Figure 6, assuming expected RORE outperformance of 1 per cent and 2 per cent real RCV growth, as supported by empirical evidence, these two factors alone can explain an observed MAR of around 1.2.

Figure 6. Outperformance and RCV growth can explain observed water industry MARs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market to asset ratio</th>
<th>1% RORE outperf.</th>
<th>2% RCV growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.4%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARoR premium relative to “market” WACC

Source: NERA illustration assuming ARoR=3.74% and 62.5% gearing
Even if we were to accept PwC’s calculation of the “adjusted” MAR for listed UK water companies of around 1.133 (which we do not), PwC’s calculations include two methodological errors, confusing real and nominal terms, and ignoring real growth in the RCV, which lead to PwC substantially understating the implied TMR.

**Conclusions**

We find that estimates of the TMR based on long run historical averages and DDM have not declined, and therefore do not support a decline in the allowed cost of equity relative to RIIO-1 (or PR14), in contrast to Ofgem and Ofwat’s opening thoughts on the prospects for the allowed cost of equity at the forthcoming price controls. We also show that MAR analysis does not provide any evidence that the allowed cost of equity is higher than companies’ equity financing costs.
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